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Purpose: Talbot-Lau grating interferometry enables the use of polychromatic x-ray sources, extend-
ing the range of potential applications amenable to phase contrast imaging. However, these sources
introduce beam hardening effects not only from the samples but also from the gratings. As a result,
grating inhomogeneities due to manufacturing imperfections can cause spectral nonuniformity arti-
facts when used with polychromatic sources. Consequently, the different energy dependencies of
absorption, phase, and visibility contrasts impose challenges that so far have limited the achievable
image quality. The purpose of this work was to develop and validate a correction strategy for grating-
based x-ray imaging that accounts for beam hardening generated from both the imaged object and
the gratings.
Methods: The proposed two-variable polynomial expansion strategy was inspired by work per-
formed to address beam hardening from a primary modulator. To account for the multicontrast nature
of grating interferometry, this approach was extended to each contrast to obtain three sets of correc-
tion coefficients, which were determined empirically from a calibration scan. The method’s feasibil-
ity was demonstrated using a tabletop Talbot-Lau grating interferometer micro-computed
tomography (CT) system using CT acquisitions of a water sample and a silicon sample, representing
low and high atomic number materials. Spectral artifacts such as cupping and ring artifacts were
quantified using mean squared error (MSE) from the beam-hardening-free target image and standard
deviation within a reconstructed image of the sample. Finally, the model developed using the water
sample was applied to a fixated murine lung sample to demonstrate robustness for similar materials.
Results: The water sample’s absorption CT image was most impacted by spectral artifacts, but fol-
lowing correction to decrease ring artifacts, an 80% reduction in MSE and 57% reduction in standard
deviation was observed. The silicon sample created severe artifacts in all contrasts, but following cor-
rection, MSE was reduced by 94% in absorption, 96% in phase, and 90% in visibility images. These
improvements were due to the removal of ring artifacts for all contrasts and reduced cupping in
absorption and phase images and reduced capping in visibility images. When the water calibration
coefficients were applied to the lung sample, ring artifacts most prominent in the absorption contrast
were eliminated.
Conclusions: The described method, which was developed to remove artifacts in absorption, phase,
and normalized visibility micro-CT images due to beam hardening in the system gratings and imaged
object, reduced the MSE by up to 96%. The method depends on calibrations that can be performed
on any system and does not require detailed knowledge of the x-ray spectrum, detector energy
response, grating attenuation properties and imperfections, or the geometry and composition of the
imaged object. © 2020 American Association of Physicists in Medicine [https://doi.org/10.1002/
mp.14672]
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1. INTRODUCTION

X-ray phase and normalized visibility are the two novel con-
trasts accessible via grating interferometry that have gained
attention due to their claimed improved contrasts in soft tis-
sues and porous materials, respectively, when compared to
traditional absorption radiography.1–3 The use of Talbot-Lau
grating interferometry4 broadens potential preclinical and
clinical applications of simultaneously measuring x-ray
absorption, differential phase, and normalized visibility by
using polychromatic sources with greater tube output.5 This
increased flux is particularly important for reducing scan
times in grating-based methods that lose x-ray intensity due
to grating absorption. However, the use of polychromatic
sources comes at the cost of biasing quantitative measure-
ments by introducing spectral artifacts including beam hard-
ening.6 While beam hardening is an established area of study
in x-ray absorption imaging, differences in grating-based sys-
tems and derived contrasts contribute additional challenges,
motivating the development of specialized grating-based cor-
rections.

Beam hardening is a consequence of the energy depen-
dence of x-ray interactions particularly in higher atomic num-
ber materials. In medical x rays, energy-dependent
absorption is proportional to 1

E3, where E is the photon
energy.7 In samples of finite thickness, this causes polychro-
matic spectra to harden as lower energy x rays are preferen-
tially attenuated. The remaining higher energy photons
interact less and yield underestimated and inhomogeneous
absorption measurements. Similar effects exist for differential
phase and normalized visibility contrast mechanisms in poly-
chromatic grating-based experiments.8 The degree of bias in
phase measurements differs from that of absorption due to
the different physical contrast mechanisms9 and the different
energy dependencies, which have been reported to be
between 1

E and
1
E2 for phase.

10,11 In addition, while normalized
visibility is sensitive to unresolvable microstructures, it is
also influenced by beam hardening.12 Previous studies have
shown normalized visibility to be correlated with absorption
and phase contrasts when using polychromatic spectra.13 This
suggests that the energy dependence of normalized visibility
is also influenced by energy dependencies of absorption and
phase. Therefore, despite presenting artifacts having a similar
appearance, beam hardening correction schemes developed
for standard absorption imaging systems cannot be directly
applied to grating-based techniques because each contrast has
a unique energy dependence and effective energy for a given
system.9,11 This also suggests that contrast-specific correc-
tions applied following phase retrieval are more effective than
a single correction applied to the phase step data prior to
phase retrieval. Additionally, gratings with translucent lamel-
lae, a possible result of manufacturing errors,14 have been
shown to further harden the beam.9 Given that grating trans-
mission can vary over its area this can result in spectral
nonuniformities as photons passing through different regions
experience varying degrees of hardening.15 Thus a suitable
correction scheme for grating interferometry must account for

both the beam hardening from the sample as well as the spec-
tral artifacts from the gratings.

A range of grating-based beam hardening correction
strategies have been developed that address many of these
challenges. Early corrections used specialized calibration
phantoms to appropriately scale each contrast projection to
match expected values for the given phantom geometry and
composition.11 Analytical methods overcome the need for
phantom calibration scans but require detailed system knowl-
edge of the source spectra and detector response, while mak-
ing assumptions on spectral responses of the sample and
gratings.10 One solution developed to compensate for spectral
artifacts from primary modulators lessens these assumptions
by using iterative methods to estimate both the spectra and
the effective modulator thickness at each detector pixel.15

Applied to grating interferometry such an approach would
have to be expanded to estimate the effective thicknesses and
spectral responses of all three gratings.

These corrections have largely corrected beam hardening
artifacts caused by the object being imaged; however, there
remain additional challenges from grating-induced beam
hardening that have not yet been adequately resolved. This
additional source of beam hardening can originate from any
grating with partial transmission or nonideal phase modula-
tion in their lamellae, and this biases all three contrasts.9 One
solution could be to design gratings with taller lamellae to
further reduce transmission, but this comes at the cost of
reducing absorption and visibility contrast-to-noise ratios.14

Furthermore, partial transmission may be unavoidable in
higher energy applications due to limitations in manufactur-
ing gratings of sufficiently high aspect ratios.14

Dealing with beam hardening artifacts from gratings is
uniquely challenging because they are spatially heteroge-
neous due to nonuniform lamellae thickness across the grat-
ing area resulting in spectral nonuniformity. In a grating
interferometer, depicted schematically in Fig. 1(a), this varia-
tion in lamellae thickness translates into locally varying levels
of absorption, phase, and visibility. This can be visualized in
the uncorrected projections of a reference scan directly after
standard Fourier processing,16 which we define here as
a0,r,ϕ1,r , and V1,r for the attenuation, differential phase, and
normalized visibility contrasts, respectively. These uncor-
rected projections, shown in Fig. 1(b), show the underlying
grating structures and are used to produce the corrected
absorption, differential phase, and normalized visibility pro-
jections. The visible vertical and horizontal structures can
originate from a variety of steps in the grating fabrication pro-
cess and demonstrate the challenges of designing gratings
with higher aspect ratios.14 Due to the nonlinear nature of
beam hardening, some of these local variations are not com-
pletely removed from projections corrected using conven-
tional flat-field methods once an object has been inserted
into the beam. Thus, a correction is needed that accounts for
beam hardening induced by both the sample and the gratings
that also can be applied to each contrast mechanism: absorp-
tion, differential phase, and normalized visibility. Addition-
ally, because grating inhomogeneities cannot be easily
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modeled or known a priori, a successful correction method
will require an empirical component.

The purpose of this work was to develop and validate such
a correction strategy for grating-based x-ray imaging that
accounts for beam hardening generated from both the imaged
object and the gratings in all three contrasts. Experimental
results using the proposed method are reported for data
acquired using a water sample and a silicon sample that exhib-
ited more severe beam hardening artifacts. Generalizability is
then shown by applying the calibration coefficients obtained
for a water sample to micro-CT data of a murine lung sample.
Finally, we discuss the implications of this work for obtaining
multicontrast informationwith polychromatic sources.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.A. Contrast-specific polynomial corrections

Polynomial corrections are an empirical prereconstruction
beam hardening correction technique for conventional (ab-
sorption) x-ray imaging of objects dominated by a single
material15 that map polychromatic projections q to
monochromatic projections p. Empirical cupping correction
(ECC)17 is one such polynomial correction that assumes this
mapping to be of the form:

p¼ ∑
N

i¼0
ciq

i, (1)

for an N degree polynomial. Due to the linearity of the Radon
transform (denoted by R), the Nþ1 correction coefficients ci
can be found in image space by minimizing for c

c¼ argminc

Z
d3rw rð Þ ∑

N

i¼0
ci f i rð Þ� t rð Þ

� �
: (2)

Here f i rð Þ¼R�1 qið Þ are CT images reconstructed from
projections qi, t rð Þ is the target image free of artifacts repre-
senting the vector of voxels r, and w rð Þ is a binary mask used
to exclude region boundaries sensitive to partial volume
effects.

Empirical cupping correction with a primary modulator
(ECCP)18 is an extension of ECC developed to remove spa-
tially dependent beam hardening artifacts generated by a pri-
mary modulator. This is accomplished by adding a variable
M representing projections of the system’s primary modula-
tor such that Eq. (1) becomes.

p¼∑
i, j
ci,jq

iM j: (3)

Similar to Eq. (2), coefficients ci,j are solved for in image
space by minimizing

FIG. 1. Talbot-Lau grating interferometer (a). The source grating G0 spatially modulates x rays from a source with a large focal spot. G1 produces a downstream
Talbot carpet sensitive to phase shifts induced by samples present within the beam path. G2 matches the period of the Talbot interference pattern at its location,
allowing the sampling of the high frequency interference pattern with large detector apertures using phase stepping or Fourier retrieval techniques. Distances d
between gratings are noted at the top with distances between the source, object, and detector shown below. (b) Uncorrected projections of the reference scan
directly after Fourier processing show underlying grating structure viewed in all three contrasts. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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c¼ argminc

Z
d3rw rð Þ ∑

i, j
ci,j f i,j rð Þ� t rð Þ

 !
, (4)

with f i,j rð Þ¼R�1 qiM jð Þ being the reconstructed images fol-
lowing elementwise multiplication of projections q and pri-
mary modulator projections M raised to varying powers i and
j. Specifically, the modulator projections are a reference air
scan generated as M¼�ln I0

Ir

� �
, where I0 denotes the x-ray

intensity with only the modulator present, while Ir is the
intensity measured without any modulator or sample.

One approach to extending ECCP to grating interferome-
try would be to apply Eq. (3–4) directly to the phase stepping
data to get a single set of correction coefficients. However, in
preliminary work we found this to be not as effective as direct
correction on each individual contrast. This is consistent with
other studies that demonstrated that each contrast has a dis-
tinct system effective energy, suggesting a single compensa-
tion technique applied equally to all contrasts may not be as
effective as specific compensations for each.8,9,11 That is why
in this work we demonstrate how ECCP can be adapted for
use in grating interferometry by applying the two-variable
polynomial correction to each contrast, a technique we call
empirical beam hardening correction for grating interferome-
try (EBHC-GI). Specifically, Eq. (3) and (4) become

pk ¼∑
i, j
cki,j q

i
kM

j
k, (5)

ck ¼ argmin
ck

Z
d3rwk rð Þ ∑

i, j
cki,j f ki,j rð Þ� tk rð Þ

 !
, (6)

where subscript k represents the different contrasts, k¼A for
absorption, Δϕ for differential phase, and V for normalized
visibility. Now in Eq. (6), f ki,j represents the reconstructed
monomial projections f ki,j rð Þ¼R�1 qikM

j
k

� �
. Correction coef-

ficients cki,j are determined separately for each contrast k in
the image domain. Like ECCP, tk rð Þ is found by applying
Otsu’s method19 or a similar automatic binary segmentation
technique to the original reconstructed image for each con-
trast k. For the absorption and phase contrast channels, all
values within each segmented region to be corrected are
replaced with the median value within that region to approx-
imate the desired beam-hardening-free value. By taking the
median, large fluctuations from ring artifacts do not strongly
influence the desired template value; however, severe cup-
ping may still underestimate the true value to some degree.
In the case of the visibility contrast channel, the beam-hard-
ening-free template assumes no contrast in homogenous
regions, thus their constant value is set equal to that of air.
An additional step for prereconstruction linearization tech-
niques is to record the minimum and maximum calibration
values along with the correction coefficients. Then, when
applying the correction technique only projection values that
fall within the calibration range are updated to avoid spuri-
ous changes.17 EBHC-GI follows a similar practice of
recording this calibration range for each set of contrast coef-
ficients.

EBHC-GI deviates from ECCP again in its choice of spa-
tial modulating term M. In the originally described ECCP
method [Eq. (3)], the term M is an absorption projection of
the primary modulator, acquired with no sample in the beam
line, describing the spatial dependence of spectral artifacts
induced by the primary modulator. However, in EBHC-GI
the term Mk represents the influence of all three gratings for
each image contrast k. In a cone-beam imaging system, the
ring artifacts from gratings can vary substantially between
slices. This variation is recorded in measurements of Mk for a
given system. While in Eq. (5) the same correction coeffi-
cients ck are mapped equally to all pixels, it is Mk that modu-
lates the local ring artifact correction for each contrast.

In determining Mk , extrapolating ECCP to each contrast
suggests using each contrast k’s reference air scan, a0,r,ϕ1,r
and V1,r (see Section 2.C). Normalized visibility could be an
exception as previous investigations have found polychro-
matic measurements of normalized visibility to correlate with
absorption and phase contrast measurements in a system and
material dependent manner.13 This suggests that grating spec-
tral artifacts in absorption and differential phase projections
can contaminate normalized visibility projections. Thus the
absorption or phase reference image could be a better
descriptor of these grating-related beam hardening artifacts in
the normalized visibility channel if this effect was strong
enough for a given system and material. This correlation of
artifacts between contrasts was experimentally investigated
using our Talbot-Lau grating interferometer micro-CT system
where we empirically determined MV for the normalized visi-
bility contrast (see Section 2.D).

2.B. Sample preparation

Three samples were evaluated in this study (Fig. 2): a
water tube representing a low atomic number material
[Fig. 2(a)], a silicon tile representing a higher atomic number
material [Fig. 2(b)], as well as an excised and fixated murine
lung [Fig. 2(c)] to demonstrate generalizability of the water
coefficients. The water tube was a 1.5 mL Eppendorf snap
tube filled with tap water. The silicon (Z = 14) tile used was
the lower portion of the axial spatial resolution module con-
tained in a QRM micro-CT bar pattern phantom.20 The dot-
ted inset image of Fig. 2(b) shows the edge on view of the tile
from the perspective of the detector. The spatial resolution
module in the phantom is etched into the top 100 μm of a
500 μm thick silicon tile. However, for this study we used the
remaining 400 μm thick un-etched silicon region to evaluate
the performance of the proposed method in a sample generat-
ing more severe beam hardening artifacts. Finally, the murine
lungs used were excised from an ex vivo sample. All animal
studies were approved by Mayo Clinic’s Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee. The lungs were surgically
removed, cannulated, and instilled with a fixation solution of
50% PEG 400, 25% Ethyl alcohol, 10% formaldehyde, and
15% water to a filling pressure of a 20 cm water column. The
lungs were tied off at the trachea and immersed in the same
solution for 7 days before being air inflated at 25 mmHg and
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dried for 72 h.21 The final product used for imaging is shown
in Fig. 2(c). This fixation method preserves native air-tissue
contrast as well as the inflated structure of the lung, and is a
standard method for ex vivo structural imaging as determined
by the American Thoracic Society guide on structural lung
imaging.22

2.C. Data acquisition and image reconstruction

The grating interferometer system used is shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 1(a) with gold Sunray design14,23 absorption
gratings manufactured by Microworks GmbH (Karlsruhe,
Germany). Further details about the source grating G0, the
π=2 phase shift grating G1 (design energy of 40 keV), and
analyzer grating G2 used in the study are listed in Table I.

All measurements in this investigation used a Talbot-Lau
geometry at the first Talbot distance with a G0 to G1 distance
of d01 = 522 mm and a G1 to G2 distance of d12 = 251 mm.
All gratings were centered around the central beam with the
grating rules aligned vertically parallel to the sample axis of
rotation [z axis in Fig. 1(a)] and perpendicular to the lateral
phase stepping direction. Mechanical phase stepping was per-
formed along the x axis to sample the Talbot interference pat-
tern using a nano-OP65 piezoelectric stage (Mad City Labs,
Madison, WI, USA) underneath G1. X rays were generated
from a Panalytical XRD source with a 400�800μm2 focal

spot size on a tungsten anode operated at 55 kVp and
40 mAs filtered with a 200μm thick beryllium window. The
source spectrum, simulated with SPEKTR,24 is shown in
Fig. 3. The detector used was a Princeton Instruments PIXIS
2048 CCD camera with an imaging area of 27:6�27:6 mm2

and native 13:5μm pixels binned 4�4 and a 0:5mm thick
CsI:Tl single-crystal scintillator. The detector was placed
directly behind G2 covering a central square sub-region of the
grating.

Sample and reference phase stepping curves (subscripted s
and r, respectively) were generated by the phase stepping of
G1 over a single period of G1 in six steps of 1.5 s each for a
total of 9 s per view angle. Projection data of the three con-
trasts were then generated using one-dimensional Fast Fourier
Transforms of the phase stepping curves acquired at each
pixel.25 Absorption contrast A was calculated as the negative
log ratio of the sample and reference zeroth order Fourier
coefficients of the phase stepping curves, denoted a0,

A¼�ln
a0,s
a0,r

� �
: (7)

Differential phase Δϕ was calculated as the phase differ-
ence between the first Fourier coefficients,

Δϕ¼ϕ1,s�ϕ1,r: (8)

FIG. 2. Imaged samples shown to scale include (a) 1.5 mL snap tube filled with water, (b) QRM micro-CT bar pattern phantom schematic adapted from Ref.
[20]. The inset shows an enlarged view of the chip and the edge-on orientation used to acquire images. The lower 400 μm silicon region was used exclusively in
this study. (c) Posterior view of excised murine lung with heart following fixation and air drying at end-exhalation inflated volume. [Color figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

TABLE I. Grating specifications of the experimental Talbot-Lau system. The lamellae heights are design heights and vary across a grating due to imperfections.

Grating Period (μm) Duty cycle (%) Lamellae material Lamellae height (μm) Size (cm2) Substrate material Substrate thickness (μm)

G0 10.0 55 Au 120 6 × 6 graphite 500

G1 3.24 55 Au 2.6 6 × 6 Si 200

G2 4.8 55 Au 120 6 × 6 graphite 500
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Integral phase ϕ was used for image reconstruction calcu-
lated by integrating the projection in the direction of phase
stepping. Finally, visibility refers to the amplitude of the Tal-
bot interference pattern relative to its baseline value, which
for the reference phase stepping curve is calculated as
V1,r ¼ a1,r

a0,r
. We then define normalized visibility contrast V as

the ratio of the sample and reference phase stepping curve
visibilities,

V ¼V1,s

V1,r
¼ a1,s
a0,s

a0,r
a1,r

: (9)

In our experimental setup mean reference visibility was
measured to be V1,r ¼ 16:4%. In our study, we assume the
line integral of local visibility reductions through the sample
to be proportional to �ln Vð Þ, which has been demonstrated
for the small-angle-scatter component of normalized visibil-
ity.26,27 While there are factors other than small-angle scatter-
ing that contribute to visibility reduction, this assumption
enables the use of coefficients fitted with reconstructed visi-
bility calibration images to correct projections. Thus, in this
work we define the visibility projections to include a negative
log operation such that qV ¼�ln Vð Þ.

Using the aforementioned phase stepping and retrieval pro-
cedure, water, silicon, and murine lung samples were posi-
tioned with a source-to-object distance of dSO = 710 mm and
object-to-detector distance of dOD = 110 mm to perform CT
[Fig. 1(a)]. All CT acquisitions were performed over a full 360
degree range such that any ring artifacts would be presented as
full rings. Due to the rotational symmetry of the water cylinder
projection data were acquired every 2 degrees, while projec-
tions of both the silicon tile and fixed lung were acquired every
0.5 degrees. Images were then reconstructed into 512 × 512
matrix slices of 47 μm isotropic voxels using the FDK algo-
rithm28 as implemented in the TIGRE reconstruction suite.29

In order to minimize image noise when determining correction
coefficients, both the water cylinder and silicon tile images

were reconstructed with TIGRE’s Hamming filter while lung
images were reconstructed with a Ram-Lak filter appropriate
for the high frequency features in the lungs.

2.D. Empirical determination of normalized visibility
spatial modulating termMV

Previous evidence has shown polychromatic normalized
visibility measurements to be influenced by both absorp-
tion and phase properties in a material- and system-depen-
dent manner13 thus we sought to determine MV from Eq.
(5) using the system and samples described in Sections
2.B and 2.C. To this end, repeat projections of the water
and silicon samples were averaged to obtain low noise pro-
jections showing grating-induced spectral artifacts for each
contrast. This enabled low-noise comparisons of how arti-
facts in each contrast projection correlated with air scan
grating projections. For each contrast, pixel patches from
within the sample region of the low-noise projections were
selected and compared against the corresponding air scan
grating patches. Using these patches the Pearson correla-
tion coefficient magnitude ρj j was calculated to evaluate
how well each reference air scan patch [a0,r,ϕ1,r, and V1,r

from Eq. (7)–(9) and shown in Fig. 1(b)] correlated with
the grating-induced beam hardening artifacts in each sam-
ple projection patch. The correlation magnitude ρj j was
used because the solution to the interpolation problem
finds the proper sign. For a given sample material we
determined that the spatial modulating term for a given
contrast k should be the reference image r (where
r¼ a0,r,V1,r, or ϕ1,r) that maximizes ρj j for a given con-
trast projection k, thus,

Mk ¼ argmaxr ρk,r
�� ��: (10)

This procedure was performed to determine the spatial
modulating term for normalized visibility MV in both water
and silicon samples.

A similar approach to finding the spatial modulating terms
Mk would be to solve Eq. (6) determining coefficients ck for
each contrast k and reference image r for Mk and selecting
the combination that yields the best correction as determined
by the criteria described in Section 2.5. We argue, however,
that the above approach of using low-noise projections and
comparing correlations yields the same results while requir-
ing fewer image reconstructions. We confirm this approach
by determining the normalized visibility modulating term MV

using both described methods.
An overview of the steps involved in EBHC-GI is given in

Fig. 4 which includes the steps involved in calculating cor-
rection coefficients ck as well as applying them in correcting
polychromatic projections. In this study, we have imple-
mented EBHC-GI assuming other system specific calibra-
tions (e.g., traditional flat-field and dark-current corrections,
center of rotation calculations, bad pixel corrections) have
been performed on the polychromatic projections qk and Mk.
EBHC-GI models artifacts to have originated from the sam-
ple and the gratings, represented by qk and Mk respectively.

FIG. 3. Normalized source spectrum produced by a tungsten source operated
at 55 kVp.
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However, because EBHC-GI is an empirical linearization
technique, other residual system defects or artifacts that
remain in projections qk and Mk , if they are stable and repro-
ducible over the duration of a CT scan, also have potential to
be corrected for with EBHC-GI.

2.E. Evaluation of EBHC-GI

After determining the grating term for normalized visibil-
ity MV, sets of correction coefficients ck were then calculated
from the water sample and silicon sample image data as
described by Eq. (6). These coefficients were then applied to
the original projection data and reconstructed into axial
images for subsequent analysis.

The performance of our correction was quantified in terms
of a reduction in the mean squared error (MSE) defined by:

MSE¼ 1
n
∑
n

i
eið Þ2, (11)

where e¼Pk rð Þ� tk rð Þ is the n voxels difference image
between the template image tk rð Þ and the corrected image
Pk ¼R�1 pkð Þ, which was reconstructed using EBHC-GI cor-
rected projections pk of Eq. (5). Standard deviation measured
in a central homogenous region of each sample image was
used as a secondary measure of artifact reduction. These val-
ues were then used to compare the uncorrected and corrected
images for each contrast. Line profile comparisons were also
performed to visually compare the uncorrected, corrected,
and template images.

Finally to assess the generalizability of the coefficients to
similar materials we concluded our investigation by applying
the coefficients determined from the water sample on the
murine lung sample. Performance was assessed qualitatively

for each contrast by visual inspection of uncorrected, cor-
rected, and subtraction images.

3. RESULTS

3.A. Determining the spatial modulating term MV

for normalized visibility

The correlation of grating-induced artifacts between sam-
ple and grating projections is shown as a bar chart compar-
ison in Fig. 5 for both water and silicon samples. The height
of each bar indicates the magnitude of the Pearson correlation
coefficient ρj j. Stars indicate correlations that were signifi-
cant, which was defined as having a P < 0.05. For a given
contrast (e.g., absorption), the correlation of the sample pro-
jection against the reference projection for each contrast is
depicted as a differently shaded bar (i.e., black, gray, or white
for absorption, differential phase, and normalized visibility,
respectively). For example the black bar in the group of three
bars for absorption contrast refers to the correlation ρA,a0,r

��� ���.
From the results depicted in Fig. 5, we observed that the

correlation of artifacts in the absorption contrast was highest
with the absorption reference for both the water and silicon
samples. Thus, for both water and silicon samples, from Eq.
(10) we determined the absorption grating term to be
MA ¼ a0,r. A similar result was observed in both the water
and silicon samples for differential phase contrast, namely
that MΔϕ ¼ϕ1,r, albeit the calculated phase correlations in
the water sample were not significant due to the low correla-
tion across all contrasts. This was consistent with our obser-
vation that artifacts were absent in the water differential
phase projections, indicating a minimal MΔϕ contribution to
the correction. For the normalized visibility contrast, we

FIG. 4. Overview of processing steps involved in EBHC-GI. Three contrast calibration projections qk retrieved from phase stepping curves acquired of a sample
object with a known homogenous region are used to fit correction coefficients for each contrast ck that are used to correct future projections of similar materials.
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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observed ρV ,a0,r

��� ���> ρV ,V1,r

��� ��� in both sample materials. This
result suggests that MV ¼ a0,r and provides further evidence
of cross-contamination of absorption and phase information
into the visibility contrast, an effect previously reported in
experimental studies.30 The finding that ρV ,a0,r

��� ���> ρA,a0,r

��� ��� is
in part also a consequence of comparing correlations between
fundamentally different contrast mechanisms. Visibility is an
edge-enhancing contrast and outside of edge regions it better
resembles an air scan, yielding a comparatively higher corre-
lation score.

3.B. Evaluation of EBHC-GI in water

Using the Mk grating terms determined for water in Sec-
tion 3.A, fit coefficients for the water sample were deter-
mined using the original and template images shown in
Fig. 6. In the water sample, second degree polynomial coeffi-
cients were determined for both variable dimensions resulting
in nine total coefficients for each contrast. The choice of sec-
ond degree polynomials for the water sample was determined
empirically to best remove spectral artifacts with no substan-
tial improvement observed by adding higher polynomial
terms.

Figure 7 then compares the resulting images reconstructed
from uncorrected projections and EBHC-GI corrected projec-
tions. Line profile comparisons including the template image
are included in Fig. 7(c). The measured MSE and standard
deviation averaged over 30 central slices containing ring arti-
facts are presented in Table II. In all three contrasts there was
little evidence of cupping artifacts suggesting a limited influ-
ence of beam hardening from the water tube due to its small
size and lower atomic number. However, the presence of ring
artifacts in the absorption contrast reflects the spectral
nonuniformity from the gratings observed quantitatively as
an elevated MSE and standard deviation reported in Table II.
Of note, these ring artifacts are strongly suppressed following
the application of EBHC-GI where the absorption MSE was
decreased by 80% and standard deviation by 57%. In the nor-
malized visibility channel, the influence of beam hardening
is not obvious. Despite this, we measured a 65% reduction in
the normalized visibility standard deviation following

correction using MV ¼ a0,r compared to only a 58% reduction
using MV ¼V1,r with comparable reductions in MSE in both
cases.

The presented images and measured results are representa-
tive of typical slices in the reconstructed volume containing
spectral ring artifacts. In EBHC-GI Mk controls the local ring
artifact correction, and as a result slices containing rings
experience a reduction in MSE and standard deviation follow-
ing EBHC-GI correction, whereas slices without prominent
rings are left largely unchanged. Similar observations were
made in the differential phase contrast images where spectral
artifacts were visually undetectable in the original images.
Thus, the original and corrected images were indistinguish-
able with a correspondingly small reduction in MSE and stan-
dard deviation.

These results suggest that for our given system in water,
the absorption contrast is most strongly influenced by beam
hardening and, in this low-Z imaging task, benefits most from
EBHC-GI in terms of ring artifact reduction, reduced MSE
from the template, and reduced standard deviation. Addition-
ally, the improvements observed in water for the absorption
and visibility images also suggest that beam hardening affects
intensity-like features of the phase stepping curve [a0 and a1
from Eqs. (7), (9)] more than the phase term.

3.C. Evaluation in higher atomic number materials

Using correction coefficients ck determined for silicon,
image and line profile comparisons for each contrast from the
original and corrected silicon sample projections are shown
in Fig. 8 with MSE and standard deviation values reported in
Table III. For the higher atomic number silicon sample, third
degree polynomial coefficients were determined for each
variable yielding 16 coefficients per contrast. The additional
polynomial terms were found to further improve artifact
reduction over the second degree polynomial used with the
water sample. Such results are plausible given the higher
atomic number of silicon and hence greater degree of beam
hardening. In the silicon tile images, all contrasts presented
more severe artifacts than in water, with rings in each con-
trast, cupping in phase, and capping in the normalized

FIG. 5. Pearson correlation coefficient magnitudes |ρj between sample and air grating projections for both the water and silicon samples. *indicates a P < 0.05.
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visibility images. Furthermore, all three contrasts saw over
90% reductions in MSE following correction. These results
are an improvement over using the visibility reference V1,r

for MV which resulted in only an 88.2% reduction in MSE
and 40% reduction in standard deviation from the uncor-
rected image. Both values are less than the 90% and 51%

FIG. 6. Uncorrected reconstructions and artifact-free templates of the water sample for absorption A, phase ϕ, and normalized visibility V contrasts.

FIG. 7. Water sample reconstructions for each contrast with the original uncorrected axial image (a) shown left of the EBHC-GI corrected slice (b). The image
display settings for each contrast are determined from the uncorrected image with a level equal to the image mean and window width of four standard deviations.
(c) Line profiles that correspond to the columns of pixels marked in red in (a) and (b) compare original (dashed gray), corrected (solid black), and template (dot-
ted red) line profiles. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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reductions reported in Table III for visibility using MV ¼ a0,r,
confirming the conclusions from the correlation analysis pre-
sented for silicon in Fig. 5.

Compared to the reductions in MSE observed in the water
sample following EBHC-GI, the reductions observed with
the silicon sample were greater for all contrasts. This is in
part due to the greater severity of spectral artifacts in the sili-
con sample but was also influenced by our use of MSE to
quantify both ring and cupping artifacts. Ring artifact severity
decreases sharply away from the image center while cupping
severity does this to a lesser degree, which biased our results
to have greater MSE for cupping over ring artifacts. In addi-
tion, despite having a greater reduction in MSE and standard
deviation, we observed more residual ring artifacts in the sili-
con sample compared to the water sample. This was a conse-
quence of the silicon sample inducing more beam hardening

and thus making the correction more challenging. Finally, the
presence of spectral artifacts for all three contrasts in the sili-
con sample differs from our observations in the water sample,
where spectral artifacts were primarily present for only the
absorption and visibility contrasts. This suggests a material
and contrast dependence for spectral artifacts.

3.D. Lung imaging application

The original and corrected images of the murine lung
specimen are shown approximately midway through the
mediastinum alongside difference images in Fig. 9. Similar
to observations in the water sample, the most noticeable arti-
facts were the rings in the original absorption image, which
were effectively eliminated in the corrected series. Examining
the absorption difference images shows the rings removed

TABLE II. Beam hardening correction results for water quantified in terms of mean squared error (MSE) from template t and standard deviation (Std dev) within
the homogenous water region.

Absorption Phase Visibility

Image MSE Std dev Image MSE Std dev Image MSE Std dev

Original 1:33�10�6 1:15�10�3 Original 3:83�10�5 6:02�10�3 Original 7:58�10�6 2:60�10�3

Corrected 2:61�10�7 4:85�10�4 Corrected 3:63�10�5 5:86�10�3 Corrected 2:49�10�6 8:86�10�4

Change −80.37% −57.83% Change −5.22% −2.66% Change −67.15% −65.92%

FIG. 8. Silicon tile reconstructions of attenuation, phase, and normalized visibility contrasts. Uncorrected images (a) are shown to the left of EBHC-GI corrected
slices (b). The image display settings for each contrast are determined from the uncorrected image with a level equal to the image mean and window width of four
standard deviations. (c) Line profiles that correspond to the columns of pixels marked in red in (a) and (b) compare original (dashed gray), corrected (solid black),
and template (dotted red) line profiles. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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from the original with some faint residual anatomical fea-
tures. These features were not lost in the corrected image, but
their signal values were changed slightly, which is a conse-
quence of EBHC-GI acting on materials different from the
calibration material. However, given that materials in this
murine sample are similar to water, these differences were
small. In the corrected phase contrast images, there were no
prominent rings in the uncorrected images and thus images
are mostly unchanged following correction. The difference
image does reveal subtle signal changes similar to those
described for the water sample. While the image texture dif-
fers from the absorption difference image, this is because
EBHC-GI is applied to differential phase contrast prior to the
integration step and thus these local differences are spread
out to some extent. In the normalized visibility images, there
was evidence of removed rings as well as nonedge signal

changes in the difference image, which is again due to
EBHC-GI subtly shifting signal values for materials not pre-
sent in the calibration object. Together, our results in the mur-
ine lung sample were consistent with those seen in the water
phantom, in particular, that the absorption contrast was most
susceptible to grating induced ring artifacts, but that they
could be readily removed using EBHC-GI.

4. DISCUSSION

The key findings from our study are that beam hardening
artifacts in grating-based x-ray phase contrast imaging can be
largely suppressed by applying a two-variable polynomial
correction to each of the derived contrasts. Specifically, the
two-variable approach includes both sample projections and
grating projections in each contrast so as to correct for both

TABLE III. Beam hardening correction results for silicon quantified in terms of MSE from the template and standard deviation of values within the homogenous
silicon region.

Absorption Phase Visibility

Image MSE Std dev Image MSE Std dev Image MSE Std dev

Original 6:76�10�5 5:61�10�3 Original 8:30�10�3 3:62�10�2 Original 5:15�10�5 3:38�10�3

Corrected 4:06�10�6 1:94�10�3 Corrected 2:67�10�4 1:17�10�2 Corrected 4:65�10�6 1:65�10�3

Change −94% −65.24% Change −96.78% −67.68% Change −90.97% −51.18%

FIG. 9. Axial murine lung reconstructions in prone position show the heart, large airways, and lung parenchyma. Absorption, phase, and normalized visibility
contrast images are shown both before and after corrections along with a difference image. The display settings are set equal for both corrected and uncorrected
sets.
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cupping and capping artifacts derived from beam hardening
in the sample as well as spectral artifacts from the gratings.
The changes made to the originally described ECCP18

included applying the polynomial correction separately for
each contrast mechanism to account for the different energy
dependencies of the different contrast mechanisms and using
projections of the system gratings instead of a primary modu-
lator. We also showed methods to best determine this grating
term for normalized visibility contrast which is influenced by
both the imaging system and sample.

In determining the grating term for normalized visibility
contrast MV using a correlation analysis with grating pro-
jections, we found for both materials studied that the nor-
malized visibility sample projections had the highest
correlation with the absorption grating projections. These
results differ from directly extrapolating ECCP to each con-
trast, which would have suggested using the reference visi-
bility image V1,r. However, these observations of system
and material dependencies of grating-induced artifact in the
normalized visibility contrast are consistent with previous
work that showed similar influence of absorption and phase
information in polychromatic visibility measurements.13 In
our particular investigations, including the broad spectrum
used and materials studied, we found spectral artifacts in
the absorption contrast to have greater influence in normal-
ized visibility projections. The cross-contamination between
the three contrast mechanisms that occurs due to beam
hardening is but one of several sources of bias in normal-
ized visibility imaging present in grating based laboratory
setups.12,30–32 In order to perform better quantitative stud-
ies27 of the small-angle scattering and sub-resolvable struc-
tural information contained in the visibility signal, these
systematic influences must be understood and accounted
for. A limitation of our method in this regard is its empiri-
cal approach to generating the visibility template image.
Assigning known homogenous regions in our test objects
to have a normalized visibility signal equivalent to air was
necessary as it was unclear as to what would make an ideal
visibility calibration object. This is coupled with the fact
that the choice of an ideal normalized visibility test object
would likely be specific to material, energy and other sys-
temic factors.30

After determining the grating terms Mk and applying our
found fit coefficients for each contrast and material, our
results demonstrated the benefit of applying a unique set of
correction coefficients for each contrast. We saw this in vary-
ing contributions of cupping and ring artifacts between mate-
rials and contrasts. The uncorrected water absorption image
suffered most from grating-induced ring artifacts and needed
a strong correction, whereas the phase image required mini-
mal correction. In the silicon tile we observed an even greater
divergence of artifacts between the three contrasts. The sili-
con absorption image presented severe ring artifacts with
modest cupping, while the phase image had more severe cup-
ping. Finally, the silicon visibility image had modest capping
and rings. In both samples studied, these results suggest a
material and contrast dependence on the observed spectral

artifacts. This dependence is consistent with previous find-
ings.9,11

Like ECCP, our proposed method, EBHC-GI, is a first-
order correction and thus some rings remained due to detec-
tor gain inconsistencies or higher order beam hardening
effects. Removing these residual artifacts would be best han-
dled with iterative methods10 adapted to account for spatially
varying grating effects or additional image filtering.33 Addi-
tionally for the normalized visibility contrast, improved arti-
fact reduction may be possible by first separating the
influences of other contrasts.13 Another approach would be to
add a second modulating term to include both visibility and
absorption. However, this comes at the cost of increasing the
number of images required to determine the correction coeffi-
cients.

We then demonstrated the generalizability of correction
coefficients derived using one material with a similar atomic
number. Our water correction coefficients produced similar
ring artifact removal in a murine lung sample as they did in a
water sample. A limitation of our lung sample preparation
was that the ribcage and other natural boney anatomy sur-
rounding the lungs were not retained following excision for
fixation. Thus our lung image results do not show the typical
shadowing that occur around bone as a result of beam hard-
ening. While a prereconstruction linearization technique cali-
brated with a water sample would partially compensate for
this shadowing, if the materials to be imaged were known
ahead of time, those materials could be included in the cali-
bration phantom to increase the effective range of materials
to be corrected. For imaging objects with large proportions
of both low and high atomic number materials, say largely
boney anatomy, a multistep approach may be required.
Postreconstruction iterative techniques34–36 could be utilized
to further improve spectral artifact compensation in these
multimaterial situations. Ultimately, the choice of spectral
compensation technique is highly application dependent.
Nonetheless, our proposed EBHC-GI method could readily
be implemented as one step in the x-ray grating interferome-
try image processing pipeline.

Finally, the push to enable human imaging with grating
interferometry37–39 requires higher x-ray energies (e.g., high
tube potential settings) and larger fields-of-view which places
even higher demands on grating design and fabrication.
Because partial transmission becomes unavoidable in these
circumstances, and even desirable in others,14,40,41 our results
demonstrate that image quality can be preserved for all three
contrast mechanisms using a polychromatic x-ray source.
This eases the requirements for grating design and fabrication
and may facilitate multicontrast x-ray studies in humans.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this investigation we introduced an empirical correction
for beam hardening in grating interferometry, EBHC-GI, that
is an extension of a two-variable polynomial correction
for primary modulators that we adapted to the unique contrast
mechanisms and system properties of a grating
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interferometer. These adaptations included applying the poly-
nomial correction to each contrast mechanism separately and
determining an optimal spatial modulating term for the nor-
malized visibility contrast. In absorption and phase contrast
images, this term was the reference projection data for each
respective contrast mechanism. However, due to cross-con-
tamination of absorption and phase contrast information into
the visibility channel, the optimal visibility modulating term
was determined for our system to be the absorption reference
projection data. Quantitative assessment of our method
showed a reduction in beam hardening artifacts due to both
the sample and the gratings in both water and silicon test
objects, representing imaging of low and high atomic number
materials, respectively. This empirical method can be used,
without the need of detailed system or sample knowledge, to
correct for beam hardening effects in the sample and in the
gratings. Once determined, the coefficients can be used on all
subsequent scans of like materials performed with similar
acquisition settings.
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